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ANDREEV REFLECTIONIN SUPERCONDUCTING QCD�Mariusz SadzikowskiCenter of Theoretial Physis, Massahusetts Institute of TehnologyCambridge, MA 02139, USAandH. Niewodniza«ski Institute of Nulear PhysisRadzikowskiego 152, 31-342 Kraków, Polandand Motoi TahibanaTheoretial Physis Laboratory, RIKEN, 2-1 HirosawaWako, Saitama 351-0198, Japan(Reeived August 21, 2002)In this paper we disuss the phenomenon of the Andreev re�etionof quarks at the interfae between the 2SC and the Color-Flavor-Loked(CFL) superondutors appeared in QCD at asymptotially high densities.We also give the general introdution to the Andreev re�etion in the on-densed matter systems as well as the review of this subjet in high densityQCD.PACS numbers: 24.85.+p, 74.25.Fy, 12.38.Mh, 26.60.+1. IntrodutionQuantum Chromodynamis is a non-Abelian quantum �eld theory de-sribing interations between quarks and gluons. It desribes the e�et ofon�nement at low energy [1℄ and asymptoti freedom at high energy [2℄ompared to the QCD sale �QCD � 200 MeV. The only known systematiapproah to low energy QCD are lattie alulations. The physis of thehigh energy QCD an be ontrolled by the perturbation analysis in strongoupling onstant. There are three di�erent types of phenomena of stronginterations whih one an hope to desribe in the perturbative regime: high� Presented at the XLII Craow Shool of Theoretial Physis, Zakopane, PolandMay 31�June 9, 2002. (4141)



4142 M. Sadzikowski, M. Tahibanaenergy sattering proesses, high temperature and high baryon density sys-tems. The energy sale for these phenomena are set by: the value of thefour-momentum transfer pQ2 exhanged in the proess, the value of tem-perature T and the value of the Fermi energy EF (or quark hemial poten-tial �) respetively. The high energy sattering proesses were already welltested in deep inelasti sattering of leptons on protons or eletron-positronannihilation (DESY, CERN). The samples of the matter at high tempera-ture (T � 200�300 MeV) and low baryon density one an hope to ahievein high energy ions olliders (RHIC). However lattie alulations show thatthe expeted temperatures are too low by the fator of 3�4 for the applia-tion of the perturbative QCD. Then one has to rely on the non-perturbativeanalysis: lattie alulations, universal features of phase transitions or mod-els. Finally the high baryon density quark matter at low temperatures isexpeted to exist in the ores of the ompat stars [3℄. Unfortunately, herealso the densities are not high enough for diret perturbative alulations (bymany orders of magnitude). Then the only possible approahes are based onuniversal features of the phase transitions and models. The lattie approahfails at non-zero density physis beause of the sign problem.In this paper we fous on the high baryon density phases at T = 0.Sine long ago one expeted superonduting phenomena in this kinematialregion [4℄. However only reently there have been a new interest in thesubjet beause new features were found in the theory [5�7℄. If the energysale is set by the quark hemial potential � one an expet that at highenough densities there are a gas of free quarks and gluons. However theinteration between quarks mediated by the one-gluon exhange is attrativein the olour �3 hannel. This leads to the well known phenomenon of theCooper instability of the Fermi sea and �nally results in the reation of anew vauum � the ondensate of Cooper pairs. This is the version of theBCS theory of superondutivity [8℄ applied to the interating quark matter.The piture is generally orret, however somehow oversimpli�ed. There aresubtle but important di�erenes between BCS theory and superondutivityin QCD whih follow from the non-Abelian harater of the interation inquark-quark sattering (e.g. [7℄). The review of the whole subjet an befound in [9℄. Despite of some di�erenes the high density QCD shares alot of features with ondensed matter systems. Indeed at high density therelativisti quantum �eld theory e�ets are suppressed and one an applyjust non-relativisti �eld theory or relativisti quantum mehanis to studyinteresting phenomena.Our subjet of interest are sattering proesses at the interfaes betweendi�erent types of QCD phases. These are the analogs of the Andreev re-�etion [10℄ in ondensed matter systems. This re�etion appears at thejuntion between ondutors and superondutors. In the ase of dense



Andreev Re�etion in Superonduting QCD 4143QCD the role of ondutor is played by the free Fermi gas of quarks andsuperondutor is 2SC or CFL phase of QCD. In this paper we onsider theinterfae between 2SC and CFL phases. We shall show that this interfaeis the most general in a sense that it already ontains the other ases: freequarks/2SC [11℄ and more: 2SC/2SC' and one only peuliar to 2SC/CFL.The ase of free quarks/CFL interfae [12℄ has to be onsidered indepen-dently.The interest in the dynamis of the matter �ow through the phase bound-aries is of importane beause suh interfaes an be present in the protoneu-tron stars. Indeed in the �nal stage of neutron star ooling one expets thatthe star an go through the all possible phase transitions [13℄ inluding2SC/CFL ase. This last transition is expeted to be the �rst order [14℄thus one expets the existene of the mixed phase: CFL-bubbles in the 2SCmedium as well as 2SC-bubbles in the CFL medium. In suh the ondi-tions the Andreev re�etion is frequent phenomena and should be takeninto aount in the alulations of detail proesses of the protoneutron starevolution.In Setions 2 and 3 we provide the general introdution to superon-dutivity and Andreev re�etion in ondensed matter systems. Setion 4ontains short desription of 2SC and CFL phases, whereas in Setion 5 wedesribe the Andreev re�etion in QCD. There are also three Appendieswhih give more detailed alulations.2. Condutors and superondutorsLet us start with the simple e�etive Hamiltonian desribing superon-duting state of the system at zero temperature:H = Z d3x� X�=";# y�(t; ~r)��r22m �EF� �(t; ~r)+�(~r) y"(t; ~r) y#(t; ~r) +��(~r) #(t; ~r) "(t; ~r)� : (1)The Fermi �eld operator  �(t; ~r) ( y�(t; ~r)) desribes the annihilation(reation) of the partile of mass m and spin � at the point ~r and thetime t. The partiles also arry harge however in our simple example wedo not onsider the eletromagneti �elds thus this feature is unimportantfor our purpose. The quantity EF de�nes the Fermi surfae below whih allenergy levels are oupied in aordane with Pauli priniple. The so alledpair potential �(~r) varies in spae and desribes the superonduting gapin exitation spetrum of the system � the essene of superondutivity.



4144 M. Sadzikowski, M. TahibanaThe last 2 terms in the above e�etive Hamiltonian are a mean-�eld approx-imation of attrative four-Fermi point interation. The pair potential � isrelated to the anomalous partile�partile orrelator:���(t; ~r) = h �(t; ~r) �(t; ~r)i = �(t; ~r)"�� : (2)One an treat this Hamiltonian as the desription of the interation betweenpartiles  at given lassial pair potential �(~r). We assumed that thisinteration is independent of the spin. In that sense the spin is not dynamialdegree of freedom but only a quantum number that distinguishes between 2types of partiles.Let us mention that the Hamiltonian (1) does not onserve partile num-ber 1. This results from the fat that the pair potential desribes the on-densate of Cooper pairs whih is a soure of partiles in our approximation.Let us also notie that the energy is onserved however not neessarily mo-mentum. The momentum onservation is related to the spae dependeneof the gap parameter �(~r).The equations of motion that follow from the Hamiltonian (1) and stan-dard antiomutation relations for Fermi �elds take the form of so alledBogoliubov�de-Gennes equations [15℄:i�t �  "(t; ~r) y#(t; ~r) � =  �r22m �EF �(~r)��(~r) r22m +EF !�  "(t; ~r) y#(t; ~r) � : (3)These operator equations are linear whih means that we are free to treatthem as the usual wavefuntion equations (hermitian onjugate hanging toomplex onjugate). The physial interpretation of the wavefuntions omesfrom the following reasoning. In the ase of � = 0 equations (3) deouplefrom eah other: i _ "(t; ~r) = ��r22m �EF� "(t; ~r) ;i _ �#(t; ~r) = �r22m +EF� �#(t; ~r) : (4)The plane wave solutions:� � �  "(t; ~r) �#(t; ~r) � = � f exp(�iEt+ i~q~r)g exp(�iEt+ i~q~r) � (5)lead to the dispersion relations:E = "q for partiles ;E = �"q for holes; (6)1 In this situation harge is also not onserved.



Andreev Re�etion in Superonduting QCD 4145where "q = ~q 2=2m � EF is a measure of the kineti energy with respetto Fermi level and E desribes the energy exitation above (below) Fermienergy for partiles (holes) 2. Let us mention the interesting detail that forthe holes the group veloity is opposite to momentum ~v = �~q=m thus thewavefuntion  �"(t; ~r) desribes the hole whih is moving from right to leftfor ~r = (0; 0; z) 3. The above physial piture an be treated as a simpledesription of the ondutors. The energy spetrum ontains partiles andholes in the viinity of Fermi surfae whih an be exited easily for thenegligible ost of energy.Let us now onsider equations (3) with �(~r) = onst:, whih gives usthe model of superondutor. The plane-waves are still the solutions of (3):� = � fq exp(�iEt+ i~q~r)gq exp(�iEt+ i~q~r) � ; (7)where momentum dependent onstants satisfy the equations:� �E + "q ��� �E � "q �� fqgq � = 0: (8)The selfonsisteny ondition for the set of homogenous equations gives thedispersion relation: E2 = " 2q + j�j2: (9)This is famous gapped energy spetrum of the quasipartiles in the super-ondutor. The wavefuntion desribing quasipartiles are given by the so-lutions of (8):� = D0� q12 (1 + �=E) exp(iÆ=2)q12(1� �=E) exp(�iÆ=2) 1A exp(i~q+~r � iEt)+F 0� q12(1� �=E) exp(iÆ=2)q12(1 + �=E) exp(�iÆ=2) 1A exp(i~q�~r � iEt); (10)where � = pE2 � j�j2, Æ is a phase of the gap parameter, D;F someonstants and momenta of the exitations are given by the relations:~q2�2m = EF � �: (11)2 The apparent orrelation between spin and partile-hole interpretation is aidental.We an have the same set of equations with exhanged spin indies.3 One an also say that the hole has a negative mass.



4146 M. Sadzikowski, M. TahibanaThe �rst (seond) wave-funtion of (10) is partile-like (hole-like) exitationbeause for E � j�j it redues to the partile (hole) wavefuntion. Let usnotie that for the exitation with energy E < j�j the momenta are omplexand thus quasipartiles do not propagate in the medium in suh a ase.3. Andreev re�etion in ondensed matter systemsLet us onsider the ondutor�superondutor juntion (NS). This an bemodelled by equations (3) when the pair potential takes appropriate shape.In the simplest ase one an onsider the plane juntion perpendiular tothe z-axis loated in the point z = 0. Then the gap parameter is only afuntion of z oordinate �(~r) = �(z). The exat form of the pair potentialdepends on the details of the juntion however some general features an bealready obtained in the simple model of the step juntion �(z) = ��(z)whih desribes a ondutor for z < 0 and superondutor with a onstantgap � for z > 0. The task is to solve the stationary problem of oupledShrodinger equations (3) with boundary onditions:1. for z ! �1 exitations are partiles or holes (ondutor),2. for z ! +1 exitations are quasipartiles (superondutor),3. for z = 0 wavefuntions and their �rst spatial derivatives are ontinu-ous.For de�niteness let us onsider that the partile of given energy E inomingfrom the left hits the juntion at z = 0. After the ollision the partileand/or hole an be re�eted bak and the qusipartiles an be exited insuperondutor. Thus for the ondutor side (z < 0):�< = � exp(ikz) +B exp(�ikz)C exp(ipz) � ; (12)where k = p2m(EF +E); p = p2m(EF �E) and the onstants B andC are related to the probability of the re�etion for the partile and hole,respetively. For the superondutor side (z > 0) the wave-funtions aregiven by formula (10) with ~r = (0; 0; z). The momenta are given by: q� =�w + imj�j=w where w = rm(EF +qE2F � �2) for E < � and q� =�p2m(EF � �) for E > �. The onstants D and F desribe the probabilityof the partile-like and hole-like quasipartiles exitations. The ontinuityonditions at z = 0 lead to the 4 equations for 4 onstants B;C;D and F .



Andreev Re�etion in Superonduting QCD 4147The solutions of these equations are:B = O� 1EF� ;C = sE � �E + � +O� 1EF� ;D = s 2EE + � +O� 1EF� ;F = O� 1EF� : (13)Thus one an onlude that the dominant ontribution omes from the holere�etion in ondutor and partile-like exitation in superondutor. Theother ontributions are suppressed by the powers of Fermi energy. For theinterpretation of our result let us onsider the transition oe�ients. Fromthe equations (3) follows the onservation of probability urrent:��t(j "j2 + j #j2) + ~r � 12mi � �" ~r " �  "~r �" +  #~r �# �  �# ~r #� = 0:(14)This probability urrent through the NS juntion has a form:jz = ( 0 for E < j�j2�E+�vF +O � 1EF� for E > j�j ; (15)where vF =p2EF=m is Fermi veloity. The result of the vanishing urrentfor energies below the gap is exat. The transition and re�etion oe�ientsread: Rhole = 1; Tquasi = 0 for E < j�j ;Rhole = E � �E + � ; Tquasi = 2�E + � for E > j�j : (16)Thus for the energies of the inoming partile below the gap only the holeis re�eted. This is easy to understand beause there is no possibility totransport energy into the superondutor below the gap. Let us notie thatin the Andreev re�etion the harge is not onserved. This follows from thefat that our Hamiltonian does not onserve partile number. Obviouslyat the mirosopi level the harge is onserved. The interpretation of theproess is simple: the inoming partile reates the Cooper pair with anotherpartile from the Fermi sea and �dilutes� in the ondensate. The lak of the



4148 M. Sadzikowski, M. Tahibanaseond partile is visible as a hole. Additionally the Andreev re�etionproess onserves the energy and momentum (up to 1=EF orretions). Itis also alled retro-re�etion beause the outgoing hole after re�etion is atime reversal piture of the inoming partile before the re�etion. This isapproximate piture exat only in the limit of the vanishing partile energyE = 0. Although the probability urrent vanishes at the NS juntion theharge urrent is exessed. Indeed the harge urrent at the ondutor sideis double beause the partile and hole urrents add to eah other. Theharge urrent is onserved at the interfae thus at the superonduting sidewe also have to enounter doubled harge urrent. This urrent is arriedby the ondensate (superurrent) itself beause the quasipartiles penetrateonly on the depth of the order vF=j�j.For the energy of the inoming partile above the gap the oe�ientsRhole and Tquasi give us the probabilities of the re�etion of the hole or thetransmission of the quasipartile into superondutor. For E � j�j theoe�ients Rhole ! 0; Tquasi ! 1 as it should be.These preditions were heked experimentally many times, e.g., by thediret measurement of the re�eted holes [16℄. The Andreev re�etion anin�uene transport proesses at the NS juntions whih were already shownby Andreev [10℄. Other e�ets like exess urrent, harge imbalane andsuperurrent onversion were also onsidered (e.g., [17℄).4. Superondutivity in QCDThe perturbative approah to high density QCD is well established atmuh higher densities than one an expet in the ores of the ompat stars.Thus the use of models are inevitable in the desription of interesting physis.This is the approah we hose in this paper. The one gluon exhange suggeststhat the diquark ondensate is reated in olour and �avour anti-symmetrisalar hannel. Similar feature one an also �nd using instanton-based mod-els. The e�etive Hamiltonian desribing quark interation with the pseu-dosalar ondensate at the high baryon density an be written in the generalform (for the review see [9℄):H = Z d3x24Xa;i  i ya (�i~� � ~r� �) ia + Xa;b;i;j�ij �ab ( iTa C5 jb) + h..35 ;(17)where  ia are Dira bispinors, a; b olour indies, i; j �avour indies, C theharge onjugation matrix and � is the quark hemial potential. At zerotemperature the ondensate �ijab is a vauum expetation value of the 2-point�eld orrelator: D iTa C5 jbE = �ijab : (18)



Andreev Re�etion in Superonduting QCD 4149The formula (17) is a relativisti generalisation of the Hamiltonian (1) withthe more ompliated gap struture.In the ase of two �avours, the gap matrix (18) beomes:�ijab = ~�"ij"ab3 ; (19)where the third diretion in olour spae was hosen arbitrarily. This om-bination breaks gauge symmetry SU(3) !SU(2) whereas hiral symmetrySU(2)L�SU(2)R remains untouhed. This is the 2SC phase. The Cooperpairs are reated between the quarks of di�erent two olours and �avoursand third olour quarks are unpaired. The lowest energy exitations are ofourse unpaired quarks. The quasipartiles are separated by the gap ~� fromthe vauum. The value of the gap depends on the model and is usually inthe range 50�150 MeV.For the ase of three �avours the gap parameter takes the form 4:�ijab = �"ijk"kab: (20)This is olor��avour loked (CFL) phase. The gauge symmetry and globalhiral symmetry are broken aording to the sheme SU(3)�SU(3)L�SU(3)R!SU(3)L+R+. The baryon U(1) symmetry is also broken. All quarksare gapped in Cooper pairs with di�erent olours and �avours. The low-est exitations are nine Nambu�Goldstone bosons related to the sponta-neous symmetry breaking of global symmetries. There is also additionalNambu�Goldstone boson onneted to the breaking of restored axial sym-metry UA(1). The value of the gap is model dependent of the order of the2SC gap but usually slightly smaller.The gap matrix an be written in general as:
�abij =

0BBBBBBBBBBB�
0 �ud �us�ud 0 �ds�us �ds 0 0 ��ud��ud 0 0 ��us��us 0 0 ��ds��ds 0

1CCCCCCCCCCCA(21)in the basis(ured; dgreen; sblue; dred; ugreen; sred; ublue; sgreen; dblue); (22)4 There is also a small admixture of the ondensate in olour symmetri 6 hannel butwe neglet it in our onsiderations.



4150 M. Sadzikowski, M. Tahibanawhere �us = �ds = 0; �ud = ~�; for 2SC ; (23)�us = �ds = �ud = �; for CFL : (24)From the gap matrix struture one an easily reognise the (ured; dgreen),(ugreen; ured) pairings in 2SC phase. The quasipartile exitations are twodoublet representations of the remaining unbroken symmetry SU(2)L�SU(2)of given hirality L. The seond similar set exists for opposite hirality. Theunpaired quarks are singlets under olour rotations SU(2) and doublets un-der hiral symmetries. All of the exitations have the same gap ~�. Thedetail wave-funtions of quasipartile are given in Appendix B. For the CFLphase we have pairings: (dred; ugreen), (sred; ublue); (sgreen; dblue) similar tothe 2SC and the ombination of (ured; dgreen; sblue) whih is essentially newfor the CFL phase. After diagonalisation of the matrix we an �nd 8 ex-itations with the gap � and one exitation with the gap 2�. These areotet and singlet representations of the unbroken SU(3)L+R+ symmetry.The detail alulations are given in Appendix C.5. Andreev re�etion in superonduting QCDIn this setion, let us onsider the Andreev re�etion at the interfaeonsisting of two di�erent superondutors in QCD, that is, the 2SC/CFLinterfae sine we �nd it is the most general ase among the possible inter-faes. As is obvious from the expression of the gap matrix (21) with theonditions (23) and (24), there are three kinds of possibilities of the quarksatterings at this interfae.� (sred; ublue) and/or (sgreen; dblue): in this ase, the Andreev re�etionis similar to QGP/2SC beause strange quark as well as blue up anddown quarks are unpaired in the 2SC phase. This interfae has alreadybeen studied [11℄.� (dred; ugreen): in this ase, the re�etion is 2SC/2SC'-like beause thegap of eah phase is, in general, di�erent.� (ured; dgreen; sblue): in this ase, the re�etion is a mixture of (QGP-2SC)/CFL interfae. This happens beause in the 2SC phase theured; dgreen quarks are paired whereas strange quarks remain free.Sine the last two ases are spei� to the 2SC/CFL interfae and have notbeen studied so far, let us restrit our onsideration into those ases. Theomparison to other possibilities would be given at the end of this setion.



Andreev Re�etion in Superonduting QCD 4151Let us start with the 2SC/2SC' ase. Physial setup we are interestedin is that the interfae is plaed at z = 0 in spae. For z < 0, we have 2SCphase and for z > 0, CFL phase and we provide the boundary onditionthat mathes the wavefuntions at z = 0.For z < 0, the wavefuntion takes the form as (below we put m = 0 forsimpliity)	<(z) =0� ei Æs2 qE+�2E 'u"Re�i Æs2 qE��2E hdyT#L 1A eik1z�iEt +A0� ei Æs2 qE+�2E 'u"Re�i Æs2 qE��2E hdyT#L 1A e�ik1z�iEt+B0� ei Æs2 qE��2E 'u"Re�i Æs2 qE+�2E hdyT#L 1A e�ik2z�iEt; (25)while for z > 0,	>(z) = C0� ei Æ2 qE+�2E 'u"Re�i Æ2 qE��2E hdyT#L 1A eip1z�iEt+D0� ei Æ2 qE��2E 'u"Re�i Æ2 qE+�2E hdyT#L 1A eip2z�iEt; (26)where k1 = �+�; k2 = ��+�; p1 = �+ � and p2 = ��+ �. � � pE2 ��2and � �pE2 � ~�2. ~� is the gap in the 2SC phase. The angles Æs and Æ arephases of the gap parameters in 2SC and CFL superondutors respetively.The bispinors 'R; hL are desribed in Appendix A.By mathing these wavefuntions at z = 0, we �nd the results as follows;A = 0;B = p(E � �)(E + �)ei� �p(E + �)(E � �)p(E + �)(E + �)�p(E � �)(E � �) ei� +O(1=�);C = 2�ei�2p(E + �)(E + �)�p(E � �)(E � �) ei� +O(1=�);D = 0; (27)where � = Æs � Æ is a phase di�erene of the gaps rossing the interfae.Note here that the oe�ients A and D exatly vanish in the massless limit.First of all, the transition and re�etion oe�ients, when E > �; ~�, are



4152 M. Sadzikowski, M. Tahibanagiven by the formulae:T = �� jCj2 = 4��(E + �)(E + �) 11 + r2 � 2r os� ;R = 1� T ; (28)where r =s(E � �)(E � �)(E + �)(E + �) ; (29)whereas for � < E < ~�, T = 0 and of ourse R = 1. The onservedurrent is de�ned as j =  y>~� > =  y<~� < and oinides at both sides ofthe interfae:j = ( 0 for � > E > ~�2� �E 4�2(E+�)(E+�)(1+r2�2r os�) for E > �; ~� : (30)The oe�ients and urrents depend on the phase di�erene � of the gapparameters. We suggest that this ombination is a gauge invariant quantity.Indeed in the ase of U(1) superondutors � variable is responsible for manyinteresting physial phenomena like, for example, the Josephson e�et.Let us move to the ase (QGP-2SC)/CFL interfae (the mixed ase). Inthis ase, the basis of the wavefuntion must be0BBBBBB�  ured dgreen sblue uyTred dyTgreen syTblue
1CCCCCCA : (31)

For z > 0, we an use the equation (58) from Appendix C. In the 2SC sidethe wavefuntion takes the form:
	<(z) � 0BBBBBBBB� ei Æs2 qE+�2E 'u"R000e�i Æs2 qE��2E hdyT#L0

1CCCCCCCCA eik1z



Andreev Re�etion in Superonduting QCD 4153
+ A0BBBBBBBB� ei Æs2 qE+�2E 'u"R000e�i Æs2 qE��2E hdyT#L0

1CCCCCCCCA e�ik1z +B0BBBBBBBB� ei Æs2 qE��2E 'u"R000e�i Æs2 qE+�2E hdyT#L0
1CCCCCCCCA e�ik2z

+ C0BBBBBBBB�
0ei Æs2 qE+�2E 'd"R0e�i Æs2 qE��2E huyT#L00

1CCCCCCCCA e�ik1z +D0BBBBBBBB�
0ei Æs2 qE��2E 'd"R0e�i Æs2 qE+�2E huyT#L00

1CCCCCCCCA e�ik2z
+ F 0BBBBBB� 00's"R000

1CCCCCCA e�ik3z +G0BBBBBB� 00000hsyT#L
1CCCCCCA e�ik4z; (32)The �rst wavefuntion desribes the inoming quasipartile, seond and thirdthe re�eted quasipartiles of the same kind. The next two wavefuntions arequasipartiles of the seond kind whereas the last two desribe the possibilityof the re�etion of the unpaired strange quark. The momenta of the strangequark and hole are k3 = �+E and k4 = ��+E, the other were already givenpreviously. On the other hand, for z > 0, we have the wavefuntion givenby the formula (54) in Appendix C. In the massless limit we onsider herethe momenta in the wave funtion (54) are given by q1 = �+�, q2 = ��+�,p1 = �+� and p2 = ��+�. Solving the boundary ondition whih onnets	<(z) with 	>(z), we �nd the following results (the phase exp(iÆs=2) wasabsorbed into the rede�nition of onstants G;H;K and N):B = �l + 2ei�(ei�lx(x� 2z) + x+ z)�(1� ei�lx)(3 + ei�x(x� 2z))(E + �) ;D = � 2ei�(2x� z)�(1� ei�lx)(3 + ei�l(x� 2z))(E + �) ;G = �Er 2EE + � (x+ z)e�iÆ3 + ei�l(x� 2z) ;H = � �Er 2EE + � x(1 + l(x� z)ei�)e�iÆ(1� ei�lx)(3 + ei�l(x� 2z)) ;



4154 M. Sadzikowski, M. TahibanaK = �Er 2EE + � xe�iÆ3 + ei�l(x� 2z) ;N = �Er 2EE + � ze�iÆ3 + ei�l(x� 2z) ; (33)where x =sE � �E + � ; l =rE � �E + �; z =sE � �E + � : (34)Other oe�ients (A;C;D; F; J; L and P ) vanish. Let us notie that themodulus square of the above oe�ients depends only on the phase di�erene� rossing the interfae. Similarly to the ase of 2SC/2SC' juntion thisquantity we onsider is gauge independent.The probability urrent for z < 0 and E > ~�; 2� isj � 	 y<~�	< = 2� � �E (1� jBj2 � jDj2)� jGj2� : (35)The analytial result is not given by short expression thus we rather show theurrent dependene on the energy in the Fig. 1 for generi set of parameters.Let us notie that the urrent starts at energy E = � and then rises up tothe point E = 2� where there is a jump. This behaviour is expeted beausebelow the gap there is no probability urrent and at the energy twie thegap additional urrent appears from the singlet exitation in the CFL phase.
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Fig. 1. Dependene of the probability urrent (35) as a funtion of energy E [MeV℄for two sets of parameters: � = 80 MeV, ~� = 60 MeV (blak urve) and � = 100MeV, ~� = 60 MeV (gray urve).



Andreev Re�etion in Superonduting QCD 4155For omparison let us show the result for transition and re�etion oef-�ients in the QGP/CFL sattering:T 3 = � 0 forE < j�j�E+� forE > j�j ;T 8 = ( 0 forE < j�j�3(E+�) forE > j�j ;T 9 = ( 0 forE < 2j�j2�3(E+�) forE > 2j�j ; (36)where TA are transition oe�ients for quasipariles in the CFL basis de-sribed by the wavefuntions (58) given in the Appendix C. Let us note thatbeause of the energy onservation there is always only one hole re�eted inthe QGP phase:Rured =8><>: 59 � 29j�j2 [(E2 + j�jj�j) os(2Æ) �E(j�j � j�j) sin(2Æ)℄ forE<j�j19 + 4(E��)9(E+�) � 29(E+�) [E os(2Æ) � j�j sin(Æ)℄ forj�j<E<2j�j19 E��E+� + 49 E��E+� � 29 E��E+� os(2Æ) forE>2j�jRdgreen = Rsblue =8><>: 29 + 19j�j2 [(E2 + j�jj�j) os(2Æ) �E(j�j � j�j) sin(2Æ)℄ forE<j�j19 + E��9(E+�) + 19(E+�) [E os(2Æ) � j�j sin(Æ)℄ forj�j<E<2j�j19 E��E+� + 19 E��E+� + 19 E��E+� os(2Æ) forE>2j�j (37)where j�j = p4j�j2 �E2; j�j = pj�j2 �E2. Re�etion and transitionoe�ients sum up to unity for any value of energy E of inoming partile.The oe�ients (37) depends on the phase Æ of the gap parameter. Howeverthis single phase is a gauge dependent quantity. Thus to get the physialanswer we have to average over the phase angle. The sinus and osinusaverage to zero giving the �nal answer in the form:Rured = 8><>: 59 forE<j�j19 + 4(E��)9(E+�) forj�j<E<2j�j19 E��E+� + 49 E��E+� forE>2j�jRdgreen = Rsblue = 8><>: 29 forE<j�j19 + E��9(E+�) forj�j<E<2j�j19 E��E+� + 19 E��E+� forE>2j�j (38)



4156 M. Sadzikowski, M. TahibanaFor the ase of QGP/2SC sattering the results are the same as given byequations (15), (16). The only di�erene is that instead of Fermi veloityvF in the probability urrent (15) we have relativisti expression 2pF (theFermi momentum pF is essentially equal to quark hemial potential � in ourapproximation). Let us notie that the re�etion and transition oe�ientsare exatly the same like in the non-relativisti ase.6. ConlusionsIn this paper we onsider the general struture of the Andreev re�e-tion between two superondutors 2SC and CFL in the high density QCD.We also give the review of the Andreev re�etion between QGP/2SC andQGP/CFL phases as well as in ondensed matter systems.The essene of the AR stems from the peuliar behaviour of partileswhih hit the interfae. If the energy of the inoming partile from theondutor side is below the energy gap in superondutor then the hole isre�eted from the interfae. The energy and momentum 5 are onserved,however, there is an apparent violation of the harge onservation. This laste�et stems from the fat that the superondutor serves as an in�nite supplyof Cooper pairs. At the mirosopi level harge is onserved, of ourse.The Andreev re�etion an be understood as follows: the inoming partiletakes another partile from the Fermi sea and reates a Cooper pair whihdissolves in the ondensate. Then the hole is left in the ondutor with theappropriate kinematis onstraind by energy and momentum onservation.This pattern is exatly repeated in QCD superondutors. The di�er-enes ome from the more ompliated struture of Cooper pairing of quarks.There are more quantum numbers desribing QGP phase as well as the quasi-partile strutures in QCD superondutors are riher. The treatment of theAndreev re�etion proesses are similar to the ase of nonrelativisti physis,however, more attention has to be taken for the gauge invariane of the �-nal results. It appears that the probability urrents are gauge independentquantities but the transition T and the re�etion R oe�ients require moreattention. Our e�etive Hamiltonian (17) is not gauge invariant, neverthe-less one an trae the gauge behaviour by traing the dependene of the �nalresult on the phase Æ of the gap parameter. Obviously the phase Æ itself isnot gauge invariant quantity. In the QGP/2SC ase the oe�ients T andR are gauge invariant, however, this is not true for the QGP/CFL interfae(37). Let us �rst notie that one should expet the gauge invariant answersfor T and R oe�ients beause the re�eted holes an be distinguished bytheir �avour quantum number (not a olour). We suggest that the averaging5 The momentum onservation is violated at the O(1=EF) level and an be negletedin the �rst approximation.



Andreev Re�etion in Superonduting QCD 4157of the �nal result over the phase Æ rebuilds the gauge invariant answer. Thisis reasonable. Indeed to perform the Andreev re�etion experiment one hasto prepare the ensemble of the QGP/CFL interfaes. Then eah samplehas its own unphysial gap phase. Then performing the experiment on theunsamble is equivalent to average over the phase Æ. Finally in the ase of2SC/CFL interfae the physial quantities depend on the phase di�erene� rossing the boundary. This is atually expeted result beause, similarlyto U(1) superondutors, the angle � is a gauge independent variable.The Andreev re�etion has many interesting physial e�ets in ondensedmatter systems [10,16,17℄. In the high density QCD situation is more om-pliated. The only known plae one an expet the olour superondutorsare the ores of protoneutron or Neutron Stars. Any subtle e�ets of An-dreev re�etion that happen inside these objets far away from our labora-tories may be never observed. However there is at least one possibility onean imagine. The Andreev re�etion a�ets the transport properties at theinterfaes. If the protoneutron stars go through the �rst order phase tran-sitions between QGP or/and 2SC or/and CFL phases during their historyooling then one an expet the mixed phase to be present in the ore ofthe stars. In this situation the Andreev re�etion in�uenes the dynamisof the bubbles grow between di�erent phases. These in turn in�uene theneutrino emission. Thus the time dependene of neutrino luminosity fromsupernovae an arry the information of the Andreev proesses whih tookplae inside the protoneutron stars. These intriguing possibilities requiremore attention.M.S was supported by a fellowship from the Foundation for Polish Si-ene. M.S. was also supported in part by the Polish State Committee forSienti� Researh (KBN), grant no. 2P 03B 094 19.Appendix APartiles, holes and Dira algebraLet us onsider the equations of motion for free quarks at hemial po-tential �. i _ (t; ~r) = (�i~� � ~r+m0 � �) (t; ~r);i _ y(t; ~r) = �i~r y(t; ~r) � ~��  y(t; ~r)(m0 � �): (39)Remembering that relativisti e�ets are suppressed at high density theDira �eld operator  (t; ~r) an have a one-partile interpretation of annihi-lating a fermion of given spin at the point (t; ~r) in spae-time. We an also



4158 M. Sadzikowski, M. Tahibanahange the operator equation (39) into the wavefuntion equation. The �rstequation of (39) desribes the partiles and the seond one the holes. Usingthe deomposition: (t; ~r) = Xr �r'r;R(~q) exp(i~q � ~r � i"t); y(t; ~r) = Xr �rhyr;L(�~q) exp(i~q � ~r � i"t) (40)one an easily solve equations (39). To �nish this let us de�ne the bispinors'r;R(~k) and 'r;L(~k) through the equations:(� � ~k +m0 � �)'r;R(~k) = "'r;R(~k) ;'yr;L(~k)(� � ~k +m0 � �) = "'yr;L(~k) ; (41)where r desribes the spin and momentum ~k an be in general omplexvetor. From this reason one has to distinguish between the right- andleft-handed eigenvetors, whih are denoted by the apital letters L, R. Foromplex ~k 'yr;L is not hermitian onjugate to 'r;R. The solutions of theequations take the form:'r;R(~k) =  pm+ "+ ��r~��~kpm+"+��r ! ;'yr;L(~k) =  ��yrpm+ "+ �; ��yr ~� � ~kpm+ "+ �! ; (42)where �r; ��yr are spinors and where " =p~k2 +m2��6. The spinors an bede�ned in the heliity basis:~� � ~k�";# = �k�";# ;��y";#~� � ~k = �k ��y";# ; (43)where k =p~k2. Let us also de�ne the additional bispinors:hyr;L(~k)(� � ~k �m0 + �) = �"hyr;L(�~k) ;(� � ~k �m0 + �)hr;R(�~k) = �"hr;R(�~k) ; (44)6 There is another solution with " = �p~k2 +m2 � � whih is not interesting for ourpurposes.



Andreev Re�etion in Superonduting QCD 4159where �" = �" and bispinors are given by formulae:hr;R(�~k) =  pm� "+ ��r~��~kpm�"+��r ! ;hyr;L(�~k) =  ��yrpm� "+ �;���yr ~� � ~kpm� "+ �! : (45)The bispinors de�ned above ful�l simple algebrai relations whih are usefulin the alulations:'yr;L's;R = hyr;Lhs;R = 2pk2 +m2Ærs ;'ys;LC5hyTr;Lhs;R = 'Ts;RC5hr;R = 2pk2 +m2� �1 s =" r =#1 s =# r =" (46)The bispinors de�ned above together with (40) are solutions of (39) andhave simple physial meaning. The wavefuntion: (t; ~r) = '"R(~k) exp (�i"t+ i~k � ~r) (47)desribes the partile of spin projetion up, veloity ~v = ~kE , where E =p~k2 +m2 and energy " above the Fermi Sea. From the other hand thewavefuntion:  y(t; ~r) = hy#L(�~k) exp (�i"t+ i~k � ~r) (48)desribes the hole of spin projetion down, veloity �~v, and energy " belowthe Fermi Sea. Appendix B2SC quasipartilesFrom the Hamiltonian (17) and the gap struture (21) for 2SC phase(23), using usual ommutation relations for Fermi �elds, one an derive theequation of motion:i _ ured = (�i~� � ~r+m0 � �) ured ��C5 d�green ;i _ dgreen = (�i~� � ~r+m0 � �) dgreen ��C5 u�red ; (49)where we exhange the �eld operators by the wave funtions similarly likein the nonrelativisti ase. This an be done beause the presene of theFermi sea suppresses the ontribution of antiquarks. There is similar set of



4160 M. Sadzikowski, M. Tahibanaequations for another (ugreen; dred) pair. It is onvenient to use the planewave deomposition: ured(t; ~r) = Xr �r'ur;R(~q) exp(i~q � ~r � iEt) ; dgreen(t; ~r) = Xr �r'dr;R(~q) exp(i~q � ~r � iEt) ; (50)where the bispinors ' and h are de�ned in Appendix A. �r; �r are someonstants. The subsripts u; d and s desribe �avour and olour of quarks.Plugging (50) into (49), using the relations given in Appendix A one an�nd the wavefuntions [11℄:	(t; ~r) � �  ured dyTgreen � = 0� e iÆ2qE+�2E (C'u"R � C 0'u#R)q� iÆ2qE��2E (ChdyT#L + C 0hdyT"L ) 1A eip1z�iEt+0� e iÆ2 qE��2E (D'u"R �D0'u#R)e� iÆ2 qE+�2E (DhdyT#L +D0hdyT"L ) 1A eip2z�iEt ; (51)where Æ is a phase of the gap parameter, p1;2 = p(�� �)2 �m2, � =qE2 � j ~�j2 and C;C 0;D;D0 are some onstants. The �rst wavefuntiondesribes the partile-like exitation whereas the seond one desribes thehole-like quasipartile. This is quite similar to the desription of the nonrel-ativisti quasipartiles. Indeed if one ompares (51) with the wavefuntions(10) the similarity is striking. It also ours that the Andreev re�etionin the QGP/2SC ase is a diret analog of the Andreev re�etion at thenonrelativisti ondutor/superondutor juntion.The extension of the wave funtion (51) to the ase of the 2SC superon-dutor with 3 �avours is straightforward. The exat expressions are givenin Setion 5. Appendix CCFL quasipartilesLet us now disuss the CFL quasipartile wavefuntions for the statesured; dgreen; sblue. The equations of motions that follow from (17) take theform: i _ ured = (�i~� � ~r+m0 � �) ured ��C5( d�green +  s�blue);i _ dgreen = (�i~� � ~r+m0 � �) dgreen ��C5( u�red +  s�blue);



Andreev Re�etion in Superonduting QCD 4161i _ sblue = (�i~� � ~r+m0 � �) sblue ��C5( u�red +  d�green);i _ uyred = �i~r uyred � ~��  uyred(m0 � �)���( dTgreen +  sTblue)C5;i _ dygreen = �i~r dygreen � ~��  dygreen(m0 � �)���( uTred +  sTblue)C5;i _ syblue = �i~r syblue � ~��  syblue(m0 � �)���( uTred +  dTgreen)C5: (52)To �nd the quasipartile wavefuntions for � = onst, it is onvenientto use the following deompositions: ured(t; ~r) =Xr �r'ur;R(~q)ei~q�~r�iEt ;  uyred(t; ~r) =Xr ��rhuyr;L(�~q)ei~q�~r�iEt ; dgreen(t; ~r) =Xr �r'dr;R(~q)ei~q�~r�iEt ;  dygreen(t; ~r) =Xr ��rhuyr;L(�~q)ei~q�~r�iEt ; sblue(t; ~r) =Xr r'sr;R(~q)ei~q�~r�iEt;  syblue(t; ~r) =Xr �rhuyr;L(�~q)ei~q�~r�iEt ;(53)where ' and h are de�ned in Appendix A. �r; �r and r are some onstants.The subsripts u; d and s desribe �avour and olour of quarks in obviousway.Plugging (53) into (52), using the bispinor algebrai relations given inAppendix A and assuming onstant value of the gap parameter �, oneobtains the wavefuntion desribing the quasipartile exitations of givenenergy E in the CFL phase:
	(t; ~r) � 0BBBBBB�  ured dgreen sblue uyTred dyTgreen syTblue

1CCCCCCA
= 266666664H

0BBBBBBB�
E+��� 'u"R�E+��� 'd"R0�huyT#LhdyT#L0

1CCCCCCCA ei~q1�~r + J 0BBBBBBB�
E���� 'u"R�E���� 'd"R0�huyT#LhdyT#L0

1CCCCCCCA ei~q2�~r
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+K0BBBBBBB�

E+��� 'u"R0�E+��� 's"R�huyT#L0hsyT#L
1CCCCCCCA ei~q1�~r + L0BBBBBBB�

E���� 'u"R0�E���� 's"R�huyT#L0hsyT#L
1CCCCCCCA ei~q2�~r

+N 0BBBBBBBB�
2�E��'u"R2�E��'d"R2�E��'s"RhuyT#LhdyT#LhsyT#L

1CCCCCCCCA ei~p1�~r + P 0BBBBBBBB�
2�E+�'u"R2�E+�'d"R2�E+�'s"RhuyT#LhdyT#LhsyT#L

1CCCCCCCCA ei~p2�~r3777777775 e�iEt ;(54)where � = pE2 � j�j2 and � = pE2 � 4j�j2. q1;2 = p(�� �)2 �m2and p1;2 = p(�� �)2 �m2. H;J;K;L;N and P are arbitrary onstants.Similar expression is obtained for the opposite spin ontent. Instead of usingured; dgreen; sblue basis one an use the CFL-basis: i� = 9XA=1 (�A)i�p2  A (55)in whih the gap matrix (21) is diagonal, where�A; A = 1; :::; 8 are Gell-Mann matries and �9 =r231̂ : (56)Expliitly:  3 = 1p2( ured �  dgreen) ; 8 = 1p6( ured +  dgreen � 2 sblue) ; 9 = 1p6( ured +  dgreen +  sblue) : (57)In the CFL-basis one an write quasipartile wavefuntions as: 9CFL�� 9partile 9hole �=p3N  2�E��'"RhyT#L ! ei~p1�~r+p3P  2�E+�'"RhyT#L ! ei~p2�~r
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